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 It was released on May 13, 1991 and is the second installment of the NEKRomantik series. A third installment, NEKRomantik
3, was released in 1993. The film stars Gert Fröbe as the film's title character, a supernatural detective who returns to his own

home town to investigate a series of murders. The film was a box office success, grossing, making it one of the highest-grossing
German films of 1991. Buttgereit later said he was disappointed with the film and didn't think it satisfied his vision for the

original film. Plot In 1978, two men return to their childhood home. One of them is reminded of his friend "Nemo", who died,
presumably by suicide, in 1969. The dead man was a class mate of his youth and is looking for Nemo. After several strange

occurrences at the town's old asylum, the dead man and the friend return to their childhood home. They find their friend, dead
in a chair, apparently hanging, with a large snake wrapped around his neck. In 1991, former detective Nekromantik returns to
the town, in order to find a connection to his friend's death. The film explores questions of modern identity and consciousness

and the nature of the afterlife. Cast Gert Fröbe as Nekromantik Hans Körner as Professor Kromp Anton Virkamer as
Oberingenieur Schmidt Björn Ohs as Polizeipräsident Ernst Meyer Holger Blüchel as Der junge Müller Silvia Wenzel as Die
Frau des Vaters Reinhard Korte as Der Vater Ilse Minning as Elisabeth Schmidt Hans Friedrich Büttner as Magister Schwab

Klaus Herm as Der Rechtsanwalt Lutz Düll as Der Bürokaufmann Anneli Dreck as Die Türsteherin Andrea Neuenhöfer as Die
Bibliothekarin Carsten Bünau as Der Bibliotheksturmhändler Monika Oprech as Frau Müller Sabine Amann as Der

Dienstmädcheln Martin Winter as Der Betrunkener Production During the casting process, the cast and crew decided to leave
the original film's surrealistic and comic- 82157476af
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